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THE SEXIEST HOTEL SUITES IN THE WORLD

Shacking up in standard digs may be fine for other trips (who spends time in the room, right?), but this is your honeymoon. Booking a bona fide love nest—not just a crash pad—is a must. BY NANCY RONES

ROSEWOOD MAYAKOBA

The best part of the gorgeous Deluxe Overwater Lagoon suite is the super-secluded, center outdoor shower. The second-best part? The private plunge pool on the suite’s terrace, which overlooks picturesque mangroves. Under better (trust us—it will feel like he knows what you want before you ask) will bring you anything you need, from homemade guacamole and a refill on your room’s supplied bottle of top-shelf tequila to chocolate-covered strawberries and champagne (from $790, RosewoodHotels.com).

PARIS, FRANCE

SHANGRI-LA PARIS

Starting at $495 a night, this suite is a super-splurge—but we just had to show it to you. Amour already seeps out of Paris’s pores, and the elegant 1,259-square-foot one-bedroom Suite Chevalier room—situated in the former mansion of Napoleon Bonaparte’s great-nephew—takes romance to scandalous heights with in-room views of the city’s iconic symbol of love, the Eiffel Tower. In what feels like your own Parisian apartment, you can gaze at the monument (and each other) snuggled beneath a cloud-like feather duvet or while sipping champagne on your corner terrace. It sure beats standing in its miles-long lines—so not romantic (Shangri-la.com/paris).
NEGRIL, JAMAICA

THE CAVES
Hovering over the Caribbean Sea on dramatic cliffs, the quiet and quaint Butterfly Suite at The Caves resort is a serene second-level hideaway. Even though it’s an all-inclusive resort (perfect for honeymooners looking to avoid thinking about, well, anything other than each other), you won’t find any over-enthusiastic entertainment staff trying to get you to join in on pool games. But cliff jumping into the ocean is definitely an option (from $560 per night, IslandOutpost.com).

BARNARD, VERMONT

TWIN FARMS
Set within 300 serene woody acres, this all-inclusive resort’s contemporary Aviary Cottage is stylishly outfitted with floor-to-ceiling windows, a sleek red-leather king bed and an indoor stone hot tub and fireplace (seriously, you could legitimately spend your entire honeymoon here—and we wouldn’t blame you one bit!). Relax after wedding planning (and finally laugh about that crazy thing your cousin did at your reception!) over a glass of vino in summer or a spiked cocoa in winter (all-inclusive rates from $2,475 per person, TwinFarms.com).